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Abstract— Web Caching is the phenomenon that has been 

worldwide used to reduce the latency involved in retrieving 

the web pages. The efficiency of web caching depends upon 

the cache replacement technique used. Traditional 

techniques of cache replacement  like LRU and LFU are 

based on one decision parameter but one decision parameter 

is not enough due to the different characteristics of different 

workloads. So multiple parameters are needed to be 

combined. But the question arises how it should be done. 

The solution to this problem can be achieved by modeling 

the decision parameters through fuzzy logic. In our research 

we applied the fuzzy based cache replacement algorithm and 

traditional algorithms like LRU, LFU on the network which 

resembles cache hierarchical architecture. A simulation was 

conducted to observe their behavior and it was concluded 

that the fuzzy based cache replacement algorithm is better 

than the traditional algorithms like LRU and LFU. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today the number of users accessing Web have grown 

exponentially, hence availability of resources and services 

becomes a bottleneck for servers. Many times users need to 

face frustrating delays while accessing a web page due to 

the congestion at servers and frequent disconnections of 

servers. Hence the quality of service is needed to be 

improved. One method to achieve this is to install a Web 

Caching service. Caching effectively stores the copies of 

popular documents to the Web clients from the closer web 

servers. Due to which the web client users see shorter delays 

when requesting a URL, and the network managers see less 

traffic 

But the size of cache is  limited, so there is a high 

probability that the cache will become full after a certain 

interval of time. Hence the need of replacing the web pages 

stored on that web cache arises when cache becomes full 

and miss occurs. For this purpose a cache replacement 

algorithm is used. A cache replacement algorithm is one 

who decides which document should be removed from 

cache when there is a need to provide the space for a new 

object has been raised. A number of cache replacement 

techniques have been heavily researched and theorized in 

the past. Therefore, newer researches on this topic can only 

be conducted by using the knowledge from other research 

fields like neural networks, fuzzy logic, data mining etc.  

Our research is based on fuzzy logic because fuzzy 

logic can be used in taking decisions where YES or NO 

answer can’t be approached. For example, we cannot answer 

the question “Which page should be replaced?” in simply 

Yes or No terms because if we consider proxy cache, a 

document may be less important for one of its client but 

same document could be of more importance for the another 

client. Hence we cannot say this particular document is not 

required so it should be replaced. Similarly if we talk about 

client cache, among the least required pages, it is difficult to 

answer that this particular page is less important than others. 

As the various documents have their own importance for the 

client. So we just can only draw the probability for a page of 

least importance. And Fuzzy Logic provides the best tools 

for drawing the inferences of such kind.     

Fuzzy algorithm provides the output on the basis of 

more than one input parameter by assigning the membership 

function to each parameter whereas LRU and LFU takes the 

decision on the basis of a single parameter. LRU evicts the 

object that is least recently used whereas LFU evicts the 

object that has been used least no. of times. 

II. FUZZY ALGORITHM 

A programmer needs to perform the following steps to 

create a fuzzy based cache replacement algorithm: 

1) Identifying the input and output linguistic 

variables. 

2) Defining the membership function of each 

linguistic term associated with various linguistic 

variables. 

3) Construction of rule base. 

Frequency and Recency are chosen to be the input 

variable on the basis of which Probability of 

Replacement(POR) will be find out. Hence Probability of 

replacement is our output variable. The membership 

functions allocated to these variables are: 

 
Fig. 1: Membership Function for Frequency 
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Fig. 2: Membership Function for Recency 

 
Fig. 3: Membership Function for POR 

Then the fuzzy rules are defined in the form of IF-

THEN rules to evaluate the value of output variable. For eg: 

1) IF (Recency is low) and ( Frequency is low) THEN 

(POR is high) 

2) IF (Recency is medium) and ( Frequency is 

medium) THEN (POR is medium)  

3) IF (Recency is high) and ( Frequency is high) 

THEN (POR is low) 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

In our research we created a network which resembles the 

hierarchical cache architecture. In this, the server exits at the 

top of the hierarchy which contains total 343 documents, 5 

proxy servers containing upto 100 documents exist at the 

middle of the hierarchy and 4 unique clients containing upto 

10 documents exist under each proxy server. Hence total 20 

clients exits in the supposed network which has been shown 

below: 

 
Fig. 4: Network Architecture 

When a user demands a page, firstly the request 

goes to client cache. If the request is not satisfied by the 

client cache, the request is redirected to the proxy cache. If 

the document is not found at the proxy cache, the request is 

then ultimately forwarded to the origin server cache. When 

the document is found, either at a proxy cache or at the 

original server, it travels down the hierarchy, leaving a copy 

at caches existing at its below levels. 

IV. OUR ALGORITHM 

for each session number ssn(1 to 5,000) 

(  

Generate a random client i(between 1 to 100) 

wishing to access the page j(between 1 to 343) 

Step1: Find in local cache 

if(found) 

return page; 

else 

{  

Find on its proxy cache p 

if(found) 

return page; 

else 

{ 

find the document from origin server; 

if(total_docs(p)<100) 

// Store on pth proxy server; 

else 

Cache Replacement Algo ( LRU, LFU, Fuzzy) 

} 

if total_docs(i)<10) 

Store on ith client cache; 

else 

Cache Replacement Algo (LRU, LFU, Fuzzy) 

}} 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Web traces for testing have been obtained from 

http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/EPA-HTTP.html sponsored 

by ACM SIGCOMM that encourages Web caching and 

provides data for researchers. Simulation has been 

conducted for total 5000 accesses. Total 5 input files have 

been generated which consist of document id, client id and 

proxy id. Document id have been obtained from above 

mentioned web traces where as client id’s are generated 

randomly and proxy id’s are generated on the basis of client 

id. 

The performance metric that has been used to 

compare the fuzzy algorithm with LRU, LFU is hit ratio. In 

our research we derived the Mean Client Hit Ratio (MCHR) 

and mean proxy hit ratio(MPHR). MCHR represents mean 

of hit ratio achieved at 20 clients existing at lowest level of 

the hierarchy whereas Mean Proxy Hit Ratio (MPHR) 

represents mean of hit ratio achieved at 5 proxies existing at 

middle level of the hierarchy. 

Results proved that LFU performed worst for EPA-

HTTP traces. While using Fuzzy, MCHR increased as 

compared to LRU and MPHR remained almost same as that 

of LRU. 

If we observe the characteristics of EPA-HTTP 

traces, then it is clearly visible that popularity of the objects 
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is changing  frequently. And in quickly changing 

environment, frequency based strategies will perform 

poorly. That is why, LFU results come out to be the worst 

and LRU results approached nearly equal to fuzzy. So we 

can say that these single parameter based techniques proved 

to be inefficient because single parameter cannot work on 

each kind of workload. And hence fuzzy proves out to be 

better as recency and frequency are both involved to 

determine whether a document should be replaced or not. 

Despite its success, the fuzzy algorithm is a little 

bit time consuming and it is because of the nature of fuzzy 

inference process. 

Input File LFU LRU Fuzzy 

1 .4534 .5103 .4975 

2 .4568 .5063 .4917 

3 .4591 .4999 .4883 

4 .4701 .4982 .4882 

5 .4556 .5154 .5012 

Mean: .459 .5060 .4933 

Table 1: Results Showing MCHR Values Obtained 

Input File LFU LRU Fuzzy 

1 .2311 .3745 .3954 

2 .2331 .3742 .3979 

3 .2441 .3879 .4078 

4 .2207 .3739 .3922 

5 .2343 .3743 .3979 

Mean: .2326 .3768 .3982 

Table 2: Results Showing MPHR Values Obtained 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This paper applied the LRU, LFU and Fuzzy based Cache 

Replacement Policy on the supposed network and concluded 

that LRU performed better as compared to LRU because of 

its favoured characteristics of the workload. While fuzzy 

also matched the results of LRU and proved that it is more 

robust and less dependent on the characteristics of the 

workload. 
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